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Transitioning 
to a new 

energy state 
is the 

greatest 
challenge  

we face.

MODERNISING ENERGY 
GOVERNANCE FORGING AHEAD

The case for fundamental reform of energy market 
regulation and governance is compelling1. CEOs  
across the energy sector, particularly retail suppliers, 
agree the sector needs to fundamentally evolve2.

Business Secretary Greg Clark responded on 15th 
November 2018 to the Dieter Helm, Cost of Energy 
Review3, presenting four principles that could guide 
a strategy for the power sector. A number of actions 
are to be taken forward, including a review of supply 
licences to remove barriers plus a BEIS and Ofgem 
review of codes and their governance.4

We have a golden opportunity to engage in a manner 
that is totally transformative, unlocking business 
potential, liberating innovation and facilitating the 
growth of new products and services that Consumers 
can truly engage with. If supported by market 
determination and purpose, and by sharing a common 
vision, we can incrementally ‘build forward’.

IN THIS PAPER:

1. We set out the reform ‘building blocks’ that will  
help us build a new future; 

2. We dive in on the single market portal, the data 
challenge and digital transformation, and further 
examine a risk based market assurance approach 
that will reduce market barriers, drive improved 
behaviours and enable improved consumer signals;    

3. Drawing insights from our Innovation Forum 
and Citizens Advice workshop, we explore what 
transformation means for the energy sector and its 
Consumers; and   

4. We detail the immediate steps to kick-start the 
transformation:

a. Single Portal: secure single market access  
via a market portal as soon as possible, 
starting with the new Retail Energy Code6; 

b. Data & Digital Transformation Strategy:  
Off the back of the government’s energy  
data taskforce report (due early 2019),  
develop and implement a market-wide, data 
and digital transformation strategy, building 
on the disparate governance arrangements 
that will have come together under the Retail 
Energy Code; and

c. Market Risk Assurance: instigate a retail 
market risk review and then design and 
implement a risk based energy market 
assurance approach, one that is highly 
adaptive and responsive to a new energy 
market paradigm. 

For the purposes of this paper, any 
reference to: 

• Consumer: means any person (domestic or 
non-domestic) that uses energy;

• Business: means any current or future 
business, regulated or otherwise, that 
provides products or services that entail the 
use or sale of energy to Consumers; and

• User: means any person that has the 
right permission(s) to access any market 
governance products and services.    

1. Gemserv, February 2018, Modernising Energy Governance - A Golden 
Opportunity. https://www.gemserv.com/modernising-energy-governance-a-
golden-opportunity/

2. Utility Week, October 2018, CEO Insight 2018.
3. Helm, Dieter, 6 August 2017, Cost of Energy Review – independent review, 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/cost-of-energy-independent-
review 

4. Clark, Greg, 15th November 2018, after the trilemma the 4 principles for the 
power sector, speech, https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/after-the-
trilemma-4-principles-for-the-power-sector

5. Gemserv, September 2018, Modernising Energy Governance – Investing in 
the Future. https://www.gemserv.com/modernising-energy-governance-
part-2-investing-in-the-future/

6. Ofgem, Oct 2018, Switching Programme: Regulation and Governance – way 
forward and statutory consultation on licence modifications  

Within Parts 1 and 2, we explored the case for  
change and proposed a Target Operating Model (TOM)5 
powered by data and a digital future, capturing a 
wide range of ideas for a modern energy governance 
framework.
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7. Gemserv Breakfast Innovation Forum, 30th Oct 2018, Modernising Energy 
Governance, Laying the Groundwork.

8. Gemserv, Sept 2018, Modernising Energy Governance (Part 2) – Investing in 
the Future, p.8-9 

9. Gemserv, Sept 2018, Modernising Energy Governance (Part 2) – Investing in 
the Future, p.16

BUILDING A NEW FUTURE
 
Industry stakeholders have joined us across a series of 
‘Innovation Forum’ breakfast meetings7, most recently 
to “unpack” the reform challenge and to consider how 
to ‘build forward’. Attendees commented on the role of 
data from across a range of business perspectives and 
provided key insights on the Consumer within a new 
future. We have drawn more on this thinking later in 
this paper. 
 
The Innovation Forums were presented with 12 reform 
‘Building Blocks’. Each block capturing a set of future 
market features (Diag.1) that the energy sector should 
gravitate towards under the Target Operating Model. 
 

DIAG.1: MAPPING THE REFORM BUILDING BLOCKS

Essentially, mapping out the energy market topography 
in order to plan what can be developed and built  
(Table 1). The benefits of this approach include:

• Framing: the initiatives that are absolute to the 
vision, e.g. legislative, systems, processes;

• Focused: centring of market expertise where it 
matters, e.g. risk, data, policy;

• Establishing: a place to start for different blocks  
(a ‘jump off’ point);

• Incremental: not a big bang implementation,  
but incremental guided pathways; and

• Proportionate: some reforms can travel further  
and faster than others, e.g. digital versus regulation.

• Five Better 
Regulation 
Principles 

• Plus principles 
covering value 
for money & 
sustainability

• Future market 
features 

• For example: 
incentivises the 
right behaviours

• Frames a set  
of goals 

• There will be 
interdependencies 
across different 
blocks 

• Designed to capture 
a ‘jump off’ point

Seven Principles Fifteen 
Characteristics

Twelve  
Building Blocks

Building 
Block

For Example

1 Technical 
Solution

Single market portal, user hubs, interfaces, 
integrity, performance

2 Data Single truth, holistic, access, governance, security

3 Digital 
transformation Digitalisation, AI, Machine Learning

4 Market Risk 
Assurance

Security, interoperability, performance, compliance, 
monitoring certification, trademark

5 The Consumer Tailored services, Midata, complaints, feedback

6 User 
Requirements

Dashboards, self help, workflow, business support 
services, tracking, reporting

7 Commercial 
Framework Fees, charges, credit lodging, company guarantees

8

Policy, 
Regulatory 
and 
Governance 
Framework

Primary legislation, secondary legislation, 
governance, guidance, best practice

9 Rules Non-negotiable, negotiable, incentives, disputes

10 Change 
management

Digitalised, lifecycle management, automated, 
transparency, targeted, unbiased, market 
orientated

11 Test Beds / 
Sandbox

Modelling, trials, scenario planning, use of market 
aggregated data

12 Fraud Energy theft, financial, abuse of trademark, misuse 
of certification

New/existing
business

Single Market Portal

Risk Based 
Assurance Model

Big Data

Security
Certification / 
Trademark Complaints

Fraud 
Detection

Company 
Rating

Sandbox

Market 
Metrics

Feedback and 
self learning

Digital Change

Data 
Analytics

Custom Digital 
Market Rules

Data Access

Real Time

Automated Systems 
Intelligence/
Feedback Learning

Data Services

Digital InteractionsCovers all my needs

Market Platform(s)

Data

Advocates

Customers

Innovators

Regulators
New Entrant

For this paper, we concentrate on the following reform 
blocks:

1. Single Portal (Technical Solution): whilst the 
technical solution has potentially wide-ranging 
considerations, we zoom in on the single access 
portal, providing permission based and secure 
access hubs to the energy sector for a wide range  
of Users (e.g. Businesses, Consumers, policy 
makers, regulators); 

2. Data and Digital Transformation8: building on 
automation to start with and growing this via 
machine learning and Artificial Intelligence (AI),  
we can harness the power of data and deliver more 
efficient digital systems that improve engagement 
and reduce business costs; and

 
3. Market Risk Assurance9: a market led approach, 

which oversees the computation and assessment 
of risk, ensuring that the right outcomes are 
achieved for consumers, competition and market 
interoperability.

DIAG.2: THE TARGET OPERATING MODEL (TOM)

We acknowledge there will be interdependencies 
between the blocks. However, with an agreed vision 
framed by an appropriately designed TOM,  
a coordinated package can be devised that is capable  
of delivering incremental benefits, without losing sight 
of the ultimate goal. 

In Part 2, we outlined a proposed TOM (Diag.2), a key 
feature of which was a Single Portal (“Portal”), 
comprising of ‘targeted hubs’ that provide Users with a 
single market access point to service all their individual 
needs.

TABLE 1: THE 12 BUILDING BLOCKS
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THE SINGLE PORTAL 

Today’s energy market is characterised by multiple 
market access routes, provided by multiple codes10 as 
well as wider regulation. It takes resource and effort to 
navigate and is time consuming to find what is relevant 
amongst that which is not. 
 
To put this into context, two of the larger ‘codes’ 
together amount to over 10,000 pages of text11.  
Under the Code Administrators Code of Practice 
(CACoP)12, there are eleven codes each with web 
navigation13. There are even more schemes with ‘codes’, 
such as the Microgeneration Certification Scheme 
(MCS), that sit outside of CACoP, with their own rules, 
standards, procedures and web-based services.

For new Businesses, market entrants and innovators,  
is it any wonder they struggle to identify and 
understand the rules. Ofgem’s Innovation Link14 

highlights the difficulty, noting that over 70% of 
expressions of interest via their sandbox have been 
helped without recourse to rule change or derogation, 
i.e. where the rules themselves were hindering 
progress.

“We originally imagined 
sandbox requests being  
made by innovators who 
wanted to run a trial and  
were aware of a specific  
rule that blocked them.  
We discovered that  
this expectation did not  
match reality” 
– Ofgem15, Oct 2018

THE SINGLE PORTAL FEATURES 

Under the proposed TOM, the multitude of web-based 
services would be significantly simplified via a Portal, 
providing a one-stop-shop. User ‘hubs’ would enable 
Businesses, Consumers, advocacy bodies, regulators 
and policy makers, a single energy market access point 
providing a comprehensive set of services  
(e.g. permission to operate in the market, a single 
complaint mechanism for Consumers, market reporting) 
and a holistic view of the energy sector. Over time,  
it would be enriched with an ‘enhanced registration’ 
approach, with improved capability delivering central 
market services for a wide range of Users via self-serve, 
intelligent interfaces. In future, Businesses would no 
longer need to rely upon signing up to multiple 
‘traditional codes’ and having to formally apply 
separately for a licence, i.e. it would be handled all  
in one place, digitally (Diag.2).

10.There is no defined term for a code. Some codes are caught by the Code 
Administrators Code of Practice, some are driven by legislative obligations, 
some are voluntary, some are standards based.

11.Smart Energy Code and Balancing and Settlement Code, and includes 
subsidiary documents and guidance 

12.https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/sites/default/files/docs/2015/08/proposed_
cacop_v.4.0_clean_version_0.pdf

13.There are around eight websites. Some organisations are responsible for 
more than one code.  

14.Ofgem, Innovation Link, Sept 2018, outcome of sandbox window 1, https://
www.ofgem.gov.uk/system/files/docs/2018/09/outcome_of_sandbox_
window_1.pdf

15. https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/insights-running-
regulatory-sandbox 
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TODAY TOM
Entry Process Requirements are spread across 
multiple SEC Sections and Subsidiary Documents.

Accessible in a static document format, readable  
and downloadable from market websites.

A new entrant needs to navigate across at least four 
interfaces just to obtain the necessary guidance, forms 
and templates for the smart metering entry process.

Single market access route, with relevant information 
all in one place.

Super Registration Process to capture and assess 
market entrant risks and requirements.

Online business hub with digital smart wizard 
procedures (no forms) to guide and help new entrants.

DIAG.3: PORTAL DESIGN FEATURES

CASE STUDY 1: SMART ENERGY CODE 
(SEC) – ENTRY PROCESS

An open standards framework would enable third party 
service providers to ‘play in’ services to support the 
market, such as making available off-the-shelf start-up 
market solutions. 

The Portal (Diag.3) would allow market complexity 
to be largely hidden from view, presenting only the 
information/data that is pertinent and allowed for a 
given User.

THE PORTAL FEATURES

Trusted single route to market

Adaptable and scalable

Intelligent navigation and procedures

Dedicated ‘hubs’ designed around User needs

Fast and secure interactions

Tailored access to information, rules, 
products and services

7
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KICK STARTING THE PORTAL 

The embryonic Portal could be kick started for the retail 
sector under the Retail Energy Code (REC), transitioning 
existing standardised practices and services from the 
Master Registration Agreement (MRA)16 and the Supply 
Point Administration Agreement (SPAA)17, as intended 
under Ofgem’s Switching Programme18, providing a ‘go 
to’ Portal launch pad. 

We recommend commencing with a new REC web 
design and architecture, centred on open standards, 
Application Programming Interfaces (API), and cloud 
based services. Initially, the REC Portal could create 
smart links to other market web-based services 
(Diag.4). The REC Portal would be enriched with  
easy-to-access dashboards and market interactive 
responsive services. 

The multitude of energy market websites would 
over time become ‘dumb’ to the User, once the 
interfaces with the Portal have been established and 
the processes normalised. Existing web access routes 
will remain as background mechanisms simply to hold 
relevant information, until the Portal is fully in place and 
provides the intelligent market layer/interface with all 
Users. As such, Users would benefit from simplified, 
consistent, standard procedures and mechanisms 
via the Portal to help navigate the retail market and 
manage their needs.  

Over time, it could evolve to become a ‘Single Market 
Portal’ making connections across all the other energy 
market code services as envisaged under the TOM, 
providing an efficient, ‘go to place’ for Consumers, 
Businesses, innovators, regulators etc. 

An incremental approach ensures cut over from the  
old to the new is undertaken on a ‘least regrets’ basis.

16. The Master Registration Agreement (MRA) is an Agreement that sets out 
the rules associated with the electricity Supplier registration process for 
Great Britain, incorporating Green Deal obligations. The MRA sets out the 
terms for the provision of Metering Point Administration Services (MPAS 
Registrations), and procedures in relation to the Change of Supplier to any 
premise/metering point

17. The Supply Point Administration Agreement (SPAA) sets out the inter-
operational arrangements between gas Suppliers and transporters in the 
UK retail market. It is a multi-party agreement to which all domestic gas 
Suppliers and all gas transporters are required by their Licences to comply 
with

18. Ofgem, 15 October 2018, Switching Programme: Regulation and Governance 
– way forward and statutory consultation on licence modifications

DIAG.4: SINGLE MARKET PORTAL 

REC Portal
(Digital)

Interactive 
Services
(Linked)

Automated 
Services
(Migrate)

Single  
Market Portal

MASTER 
REGISTRATION 

AGREEMENT

SUPPLY POINT 
ADMINISTRATION 

AGREEMENT

UNIFORM 
NETWORK CODE

UNIFORM 
NETWORK CODE

BALANCING AND 
SETTLEMENT 

CODE

BALANCING AND 
SETTLEMENT 

CODE

ETC ETC

SWITCHING 
PROGRAMME

DISTRIBUTION 
CONNECTION AND 

USE OF SYSTEM 
AGREEMENT

DISTRIBUTION 
CONNECTION AND 

USE OF SYSTEM 
AGREEMENT
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TODAY TOM
Resource intensive activity for each business to 
track, source, navigate and impact assess code 
modifications that are relevant to them.
 

Business engagement can be ineffective due to 
complex and differing code modification procedures.  
Resource intensive to physically attend panels 
 and change forums.

One size fits all decision making for each code, drives 
decision making bias, where undue weight is given 
to market share / dominance rather than market risk 
and Consumer benefits.

Automated digital modification practices, targeting 
Businesses with the right modifications, annotated 
with ‘relevance scores’ to assist Business 
prioritisation.

A digital Business hub provides modification 
collaboration and decision tools, reducing need 
to physically attend change forums and panels.

More equitable decision making, driven by 
algorithms that assess and weigh impacts 
and benefits, leading to bespoke modification 
outcomes that are diffcult to predict and therefore 
inappropriately influenced.

CASE STUDY 2:  
CODE AND RULE MODIFICATIONS
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The biggest initial risk for such a change comes not 
from individual market participant systems (e.g. 
interfaces), but procedurally, in terms of handling 
market governance via the individual websites as the 
services are ‘cut over’. Dual running and a gradual  
wind down will help minimise risks and ensure that 
market participants are well prepared and able to  
grow with the service as it evolves.             

Making use of tried and tested technology, an 
embryonic REC Portal could be up and running in 
simple form by Spring 2020, or even earlier using agile, 
scalable, cloud-based services and open standards. 

“Cloud computing provides 
elastic, cost-effective compute 
and storage capacity to run 
demanding high-performance 
workloads; it provides the 
capability to leverage the latest 
analytic tools that drive big data 
insights and innovation around  
how energy is generated, 
provisioned, and consumed.”19 

Oxford Cloud Computing, November 2018

19. Quote provided to Gemserv following an Innovation Forum event in 
November 2018

• Mandate within the forthcoming REC development, delivery of a simplified 
single ‘route to market’ principle for the retail sector

• Under the auspices of the forthcoming Significant Code Review(s), require 
cross code agreement and collaboration towards a single market access 
outcome for Businesses and other stakeholders

• Place a duty on existing codes, following the forthcoming licence review, 
to secure outcomes that deliver a joined up cross code approach to 
simplification, accessibility, consistency, transparency and coordination

• Provide the financial means and incentive(s) to drive the portal forward  
for the benefit of all stakeholders and Users, including Consumers

• Develop a clear strategy for the single market portal development and 
evolution

REGULATOR:
SWITCH 

PROGRAMME

INDUSTRY 
REC BOARD

OUR RECOMMENDATIONS: 

DATA AND DIGITAL 
TRANSFORMATION

By combining data and digital technology, we can drive 
greater efficiencies, reduce the frustrations experienced 
by stakeholders trying to decipher that which is relevant 
from that which is not, and thereby liberate innovation 
across the market. While each view represents an 
important component, it is only when they are all 
pulled together that a true appreciation of the breadth 
of digital transformation emerges. Moreover, digital 
transformation should always be viewed as a means to 
an end – leading us to better outcomes (Diag.5). 

DIAG.5: COMBINING DATA AND DIGITAL CAPABILITY

Ofgem’s vision for the new REC is for this to be ‘best 
in class’, putting Consumer outcomes at the heart of 
everything it does and providing participants with an 
accessible and comprehensive set of rules that are 
as easy as possible to understand and comply with20.  
Digital technology can assist with that vision.

Digital 
Operations

Digital 
Strategy

Digital 
Governance

Digital 
Deployment

• Collaborative processes

• Automation/machine learning

• Secure by design

• Metrics driven success factors

• Inherent controls

• User focused

• Simple and consistent

• Iterative

• Parallel working/cut over

• Data driven

• Meets objectives

• Privacy by design

• Controls

• Compliance

• Objectives

• Principles

• Drivers & Constraints

• Intelligence by design

• Opportunities & innovation

DATA

“We will also consider whether there 
are further steps we can take now to 
make the best use of available tools  
to facilitate future digitalisation”

Ofgem, Oct 201821

20. Ofgem, June 2018, Switching Programme: Proposed Modifications to 
Regulation and Governance, p.4

21. Ofgem, 15 October 2018, Switching Programme, Regulation and Governance 
– way forward and statutory consultation on licence modifications 
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However, the retail sector and therefore the REC 
does not sit in splendid isolation from the rest of the 
energy market. The energy supply chain is hugely 
interconnected, with price controls dictating outcomes 
at the network end, and a ‘competitive’ retail sector at 
the other.   

What is required is a comprehensive data and digital 
transformation strategy for the energy market, one that 
ensures a coherent and consistent approach to data and 
digital transformation, rather than a piecemeal, bolt-
on approach, that under delivers and simply serves to 
further complicate the energy market.

THE DATA CHALLENGE IN A  
DIGITAL WORLD

Ofgem has noted that a Big Data driven digital economy 
is expected to add £322 billion to the UK economy by 
202022, and in Part 2, we highlighted that data growth is 
happening on an exponential scale. 

Unfortunately, the UK’s energy data is characterised 
by a fragmented, multi-governance, multi-ownership 
landscape. Consequently, the market is troubled by 
inconsistent security, data integrity and data access 
measures across the energy sector. This is further 
complicated by organisations adopting differing ‘red 
lines’ when it comes to data access permissions. 
Responsibility for maintenance and ownership is poorly 
defined and tensions can arise where data needs to be 
shared across the sector.

By way of example, the United Kingdom Revenue 
Protection Association (UKRPA) has secured access to 
electricity data to help identify the relevant electricity 
supplier, to assist with managing the reporting of 
energy theft. 

However, it continues to struggle with respect to access 
to gas data. It is worth noting that the potential harm to 
life and property due to energy theft is not insignificant, 
contributing an estimated £420m per annum in lost 
energy revenues for the UK economy23.   

The energy market urgently needs a cohesive data 
approach right across the energy supply chain that puts 
the Consumer at the heart of decisions, underpinned 
by industry-wide standards to drive consistency and 
integrity. Trust is absolutely key; consequently privacy 
by design must be central to how the sector moves 
forward.

“Key to building trust is liaising 
heavily with relevant organisations 
as well as with Data Protection 
Authorities with regard to laws. 
For example, we have been 
dealing with the German Data 
Protection regulator, on behalf 
of a client who had specific 
country issues that needed to be 
addressed. We approached the 
process in a spirit of collaboration 
and pragmatism and with the 
desire to build a long-lasting 
relationship of trust with the 
regulator.”

Ivana Bartoletti, Head of Privacy and Data 

Protection at Gemserv24

22. Ofgem, 27 July 2018, Enabling Consumer Data in the Energy Sector, Open 
Letter, https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/system/files/docs/2018/07/20180726_
midata_letter.pdf

23. The Value of Energy Theft – UKRPA Findings, UKRPA Newsletter Issue 
9, https://ukrpa.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/UKRPA_Newsletter_
Edition_9.pdf

24. Ivana Bartoletti - Head of Privacy and Data Protection at Gemserv. Ivana 
holds a Master of Laws degree (LLM) with Distinction, postgraduate 
management degree in European Public Affairs and is a Certified Information 
Privacy Professional/Europe (CIPP/E).  Ivana is an active public speaker on 
privacy, Data Protection and Data ethics.
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Digital technologies provide us with opportunities to 
address the challenge inherent in the ownership of data. 
Energy companies have historically collected and used 
Consumer data, often appropriately, but sometimes 
not – especially where they are not necessarily the 
owners of that data. Consumers increasingly believe 
they should own their own data, and have clear and 
transparent views on how it is being used. They are 
often best placed to ensure its accuracy, and the 
digital space provides tools to give back control, where 
appropriate, to the Consumer.

Some Businesses, particularly small to medium, are 
struggling to secure access to data. We have noted that 
the Federation of Small Businesses (FSB) is pressing for 
an Open Energy approach, “primarily by making market 
information available through machine readable open 
APIs and giving energy consumers’ power over their 
meter and contract data”25.

The challenges confronting the energy market with 
respect to data prompted Gemserv and Xoserve27 to 
collaborate to deliver a ‘Market Intelligence Service’28. 
This work is already starting to deliver electricity and 
gas data solutions centred on improving processes 
and solving present day issues. Whilst innovative 
in its approach, it has to contend with two different 
governance regimes - electricity and gas.  

We therefore welcome the government’s initiative in 
setting up an Energy Data Taskforce29. The taskforce 
will explore five key areas: data availability and value, 
opportunities, architectures, governance and risks.  
It has also been tasked with considering how energy 
system data impacts and interchanges with other 
sectors and the wider society. The taskforce report  
is expected in Qtr 2, 2019.

We hope the report will prove to be seminal, setting 
the parameters against which a data and digital 
transformation strategy can then be built.

Price Comparison Websites were 
finally allowed access to electricity and 
gas market data, during 2016 and 2018 
to help them provide more accurate 
energy price quotes for Consumers. 
The Competition and Markets Authority 
had to step in with ‘Orders’26 to direct 
the market to make this happen and to 
enable access to be granted. The loss 
of Consumer benefits, the time, effort 
and resources it took to address these 
data access issues could have been 
avoided had the right data access 
rules been in place. 

Tony Thornton, Independent

25. Fingleton Associates, Sept 2018, Open Energy, Using data to create a 
smarter, cheaper and fairer energy market, commissioned by Federation of 
Small Businesses (FSB)  

26. CMA, Energy Market Investigation (ECOES/DES) Order2016, https://www.
gov.uk/government/publications/energy-market-investigation-ecoesdes-
order-2016

27. Xoserve is the Central Data Service Provider for Britain’s gas market          

28. The Market Intelligence Service is designed to support innovation, data 
reliability, industry efficiency and an overall improved Consumer experience 
in the gas and electricity markets, https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-
and-updates/response-consultation-market-intelligence-service-mis-
development

29. https://www.gov.uk/government/groups/energy-data-taskforce

THE DIGITAL JOURNEY

We asked the Gemserv Innovation Forums for their 
views on what digital transformation for the energy 
sector meant for each of them. A range of views was 
shared from ‘making systems operate more efficiently’ 
to making it ‘easy and accessible, intuitive, holistic,  
with everything in one place’. 

“…digitalisation in and of itself is not 
the goal; rather, we should focus on  
the outcomes we are seeking to 
achieve and use enabling digital 
capability to help us get there”. 
 
Gemserv Innovation Forum, Oct 2018 
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Gemserv’s digital transformation expert, Edward 
Williams30, explained that Digital Transformation 
uses technology in a way that profoundly 
changes the operation of any organisation, 
including its activities, processes, services and 
internal competencies. If done right, it can 
fundamentally transform how codes and their 
governance are managed. However, first we 
need to be crystal clear on the terms (see 
Gartner, IT Glossary31):

• Digitisation: changing from analogue to  
digital form, e.g. changing a document to 
‘pdf’ format is digitisation; 

• Digitalisation: using digital technologies to 
change a Business model and provide new 
revenue and value-producing opportunities, 
i.e. more than digitisation; and 

• Digital Transformation: crosses a number  
of digitalisation projects, but is also about 
cross-cutting change in support of a User-
driven strategy, including cultural change. 

Service digitalisation is inherently characterised 
by the adoption and use of modern technologies. 
The ‘digital toolkit’ is expanding and maturing  
all the time. Machine learning and Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) is now reaching a state of 
maturity, making for a compelling case in  
support of digital capability within regulatory  
and governance delivery. 

THE DIGITAL TOOL KIT (EXAMPLES):

Internet of Things (IoT): continues to gain wide-
spread adoption, allowing ecosystems of data to 
be built, generating sensors and devices that in 
turn can feed analytics capability. This technology is 
increasingly pushing digital solutions into new and 
innovative spaces, as ordinary everyday objects can 
become IoT devices interacting directly with back-
end systems. 

Mobile Technologies: including next generation 
5G, offer almost constant connectivity to people 
on the move, enabling new channels to interact 
and promoting easier mobile working. The mobile 
smartphone is the interface of choice for many 
people, especially where constant connectivity and 
interaction are taken as the norm. 

Business Analytics: ‘Business’ intelligence tools are 
widespread, and reinforce the data driven approach 
to service delivery. It enables the ability to spot 
trends and outliers in data, and improve or develop 
services as a result.

Machine Learning/ Artificial Intelligence: an 
advanced algorithmic approach to service delivery 
that allows patterns in data to be determined and 
self-tune (‘learn’) from its outputs. It is now common 
in decision making, customer service interactions, 
and cybersecurity. The ability to apply machine 
learning algorithms in real-time have begun to make 
this a powerful tool. 

DevOps: a unified approach to software 
development, implementation and ongoing 
maintenance and operation. When fully developed, 
it provides automated processes to enhance quality 
and increase security. Digital platforms built on 
DevOps guidelines are typically faster to improve 
and update in a controlled manner.

Digital transformation is not a linear process – we 
should not think in terms of getting the strategy ‘right’ 
and ‘cast in stone’ before we can begin to deliver 
digital services. The whole process is iterative, with the 
strategy forming a roadmap, evolving as understanding 
grows and lessons are learnt. 

Digital delivery typically adopts a ‘fail fast, learn faster’ 
approach. Small incremental step changes are taken, 
rather than a big bang approach, encouraging solutions 
to be tested with Users quickly. Commonly, this is 
achieved by running services in parallel, road testing 
(beta tests) new digital solutions alongside existing 
services before cutting over. Iteration helps in testing 
innovative design concepts, for example prototyping 
automation, machine learning and AI solutions.                

OUR RECOMMENDATIONS: 

A time-consuming aspect of the current industry 
regulatory and governance framework is the cycle of 
drafting, consulting and publishing change. The digital 
world facilitates collaboration between stakeholders 
and with decision makers, providing tools that can be 
harnessed to improve and speed up change practices, 
driving greater transparency, ownership and efficiency.

However, digital solutions are often deployed across 
a wide range of channels, meaning that they can be 
vulnerable to an array of cybersecurity risks and thus 
require robust privacy controls and active monitoring. 
The recent security breach at the Conservative Party 
Conference 201832 , provides a sobering reminder of the 
importance of security by design.   

• Ensure that digital technology implications are fully reflected within the 
outcomes

• Adopt a whole market approach, and include the end-to-end supply 
chain and both electricity and gas sectors to facilitate harmonised market 
outcomes

• Place the consumer interest and public good at the heart of the reforms

• Ensure that security by design is a key focus and articulate what this  
means for Consumers and Businesses

• Be uncompromising and ensure that data for the retail sector is properly 
identified, fully embraced and governed by the new REC

• Support the new REC Manager to take forward a digital transformation 
agenda

• Create the regulatory and commercial space for this to be the launch pad 
to enable a whole market approach for a comprehensive data and digital 
transformation strategy

32. The Guardian, 30 September 2018, Tories anger directed at chairman over 
conference app data breach, https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2018/
sep/30/tories-anger-directed-at-chairman-brandon-lewis-over-conference-
app-data-breach, accessed 2 Oct 2018

30. Edward Williams is a digital transformation specialist, working with leading 
edge and innovative technologies. He is an experienced enterprise architect 
with a focus on Cyber Security and a PHD in Artificial Intelligence

31. https://www.gartner.com/it-glossary/

REGULATOR:
SWITCHING 

PROGRAMME

INDUSTRY:
REC BOARD
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The consumer 
is placed at 
the heart of 

decision making 
outcomes

Design is 
focused on 

encouraging 
competition 

and minimising 
change

The retail 
market should 

wherever 
possible be  

self-regulating

A minimum 
baseline of non-
negotiable retail 

market rules 
should apply 
to all market 
participants

Businesses 
should be 

exposed to rules 
that represent 
the level of risk 
they pose to the 

retail market

Rules & Market Assurance

MARKET RISK ASSURANCE 

Today, innovators and new Businesses are struggling 
with existing rules and, rather perversely, also find 
themselves exposed to a lack of effective governance 
that could enhance and drive competition33.  
For example, the regulator has limited control over non-
licenced Businesses, potentially a significant growth 
area as digital transformation takes hold34. Indeed, it 
is questionable whether it is right to continue as we 
do now, framing and prioritising market risk in terms 
where some Businesses are caught, and others are not. 
Especially, when the very definition of a typical licensed 
supplier is now being called into question35.

In Part 1, we noted the energy sector adopts a 
precautionary principle risk approach for the retail 
energy sector36. In Part 2, challenging the rigid 
precautionary philosophy, we highlighted the financial 
services sector’s risk-based approach as an example  
to draw from. 

THE MARKET RISK ASSURANCE 
PRINCIPLES
 
The FCA’s approach to risk assurance is instructive 
and recognises that overseeing the risk of the financial 
services market, comprising of over 58,000 firms in the 
UK, requires a targeted and proportionate response. 
The FCA concentrates its resources on the markets and 
firms that are most likely to cause harm to consumers, 
damage market integrity or weaken competition. 
Crucially, the FCA notes that it does not try to remove 
all harm from markets or operate a zero-failure regime37. 

The FCA assesses firms’ strategies and ‘business’ 
models to evaluate risks. Adopting a strategic markets-
led approach, it is as focused on empirical evidence as it 
is on qualitative and intuitive information38.  

Therefore, it is reasonable to suggest the energy market 
risk assurance methodology should also focus on a 
wide range of risk factors, including (but not limited to) 
Business behaviour, culture, and a Business’ approach 
to overall market integrity. 

DIAG.6: FRAMING PRINCIPLES

33. For example, anecdotally some Third Party Intermediaries (TPIs) highlight that poor 
market behaviours are not given enough priority by the regulator for some parts for 
the energy sector

34. There are a range of different Business models that sit outside of the current 
licensing regime, these include switching websites, energy brokers and energy 
efficiency advice providers covered by general consumer law; https://www.
ofgem.gov.uk/electricity/retail-market/market-review-and-reform/third-party-
intermediaries-tpi-programme

35. Ofgem, 31 July 2018, open Letter, Future supply market arrangements – response 
to our call for evidence 

36. Gemserv, February 2018, Modernising Energy Governance, A Golden Opportunity, 
p.7 

37. FCA, 2017, Our Mission 2017, How we regulate financial services, Chapter 5, p.21 
38. For some firms it has ongoing supervision. For others, often smaller, it adopts a 

portfolio supervisory approach

DIAG.7: MARKET RISK ASSURANCE FRAMEWORK (TARGET)   

PROPOSED MARKET RISK 
ASSURANCE FRAMEWORK 

Gemserv has evolved its thinking for a new risk-based 
approach to market governance. Drawing from the FCA 
analysis and other sources, the following assurance 
functions are proposed with respect to retail energy 
(Diag.7).  

Under the TOM, assurance starts with the first tentative 
steps when a Business enters the market via the super 
registration process, it is tracked throughout its life 
history and, ultimately, its exit (and potentially beyond). 
Digital systems shoulder much of the assurance 
assessment work, drawing from market-wide data 
and, in time, assisted by machine learning and AI with 
monitoring risks and prompting action. 

Retail Energy Market Sector Oversight Regulator

Regulatory Action

Non-negotiable 
Rules
Enforcement
Financial Penalties

Risk Model

Model
Custodians
Risk Brokers
Model Risk Reviews
Business Risk
Assessments

Market Conformance

Certi�cation & 
Trademark
Standards
Compliance Action
Charges / Sanctions

Retail Operations

Strategy
Practices, Processes, 
Systems
Monitoring
Consultations

Market Risk 
Assessment

Audits / Behaviours
Integrity / Thematic 
Reviews
Studies, Culture & 
Con�dence
Consumer 
Engagement & 
Harm

Data and Digital Technology

It is important to emphasise that data and digital 
technologies should play a crucial role in helping to 
manage risk, and in that sense the FCA has some 
catching up to do. In Part 2, we set out the framing 
principles (Diag.6):

The approach shifts the ‘assurance dial’ from being 
a compliance checklist, to one that is much more 
behaviour and market orientated. For example, 
replacing the present licence application process  
(but not the rules) with a super registration (enhanced) 
approach and adopting market assurance methods 
that take responsibility for effective market governance 
within its entirety. TOM incentives are built in to 
drive market assurance performance e.g. individual 
company performance, risk premiums, consumer 
feedback loops, with a strong market assurance 
emphasis on understanding the market, its risks and 
taking proportionate action to pre-empt harm. Minor 
infractions are dealt with at source whilst more serious 
risks can be escalated as necessary to the regulator for 
their scrutiny.
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Securing political and regulatory commitment to assess 
and then consult on a new proportionate retail market 
risk assurance framework will be key. We might start 
with questioning how risk is allocated and transferred 
across the market with respect to the Consumer, and 
what benefits are being lost with the present model.  

Laura Sandys of Challenging Ideas39 and Dr Jeff Hardy, 
have now launched a second report ‘ReDesigning 
Regulation’40. As a former Member of Parliament 
and a champion of consumer rights, she has spoken 
openly about the need for a very different approach 
to assessing and managing ‘consumer’ risk and how 
‘consumers’ should benefit from the digital revolution 
via much more personalised and tailored services. 

• Set out within the forthcoming power sector review White Paper (early 
2019), a new policy approach to how we manage market risk that is more 
agile, focused, responsive and targeted

• Embrace the recently announced four power sector strategy principles, 
and in particular to adopt the first of these market principles: “we must 
wherever possible use market mechanisms that take full advantage of 
innovation and competition”

• Make use of the recently announced supplier licence review to undertake 
a comprehensive rules assessment, marking out the absolute ‘red 
lines’ versus those where the market could (and should) take on more 
responsibility under an invigorated market risk assurance approach

• Set down the regulatory tests against which the regulator would be 
prepared to transfer responsibility for non-red line market rules to the 
industry

There is a great deal of synergy between Laura’s work 
and Gemserv’s thinking. Gemserv believes that we 
could start with the retail sector, encouraging a better 
targeted, more risk-based market assurance model, 
where a Business is exposed to more or fewer rules 
dependent on their Business model and behaviour.

OUR RECOMMENDATIONS:

39. Gemserv is a sponsor of Laura Sandys’ current project in partnership with 
Imperial College, ‘Reshaping Regulation, powering from the future.’   

40. The report, ReDesigning Regulation: Powering from the future is authored 
by Laura Sandys, Professor Richard Green, Dr Jeff Hardy and Dr Aidan 
Rhodes. http://www.challenging-ideas.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/
ReDESIGNING_REGULATION-final-report.pdf 

GOVERNMENT: 
WHITE PAPER

REGULATOR:  
SUPPLIER 

LICENCE REVIEW

THE CONSUMER JOURNEY 

Without the Consumer, there is no market. So how do 
you predict what Consumers may want, given that a 
digital energy future has yet to be delivered at scale via 
new products and services? Moreover, how do you shift 
Consumer behaviour from largely being ‘infantalised41’ 
towards one where Consumers can exercise control  
and influence outcomes?    
  
The Gemserv Innovation Forums highlighted that it 
could be wrong to pre-judge what Consumers will  
want from a modernised Consumer market place.  
Some suggested it would be bordering on arrogance 
to do so. Indeed, in recent years, stylised views of the 
rational Consumer42 43 have been called into question, 
suggesting there will be occasions when Consumers 
will need to be ‘directed’ rather than offered choice, for 
example where there is a greater public good to  
be achieved. 

The solution is not to try and predict outcomes for 
Consumers, rather as suggested in Part 1, it is to unlock 
market potential by enabling much simpler systems for 
market participants to access the market and the means 
for Consumers to engage and exercise choice (should 
they want or need it). 

We could start with creating a Consumer environment 
where, with the minimum of effort, Consumers are able 
to engage with the energy market in a manner that 
empowers and is customised to deliver what makes 
sense for each of them. The energy sector is complex, 
but we don’t need to make it complex for Consumers to 
engage and enact their wishes and we do need to make 
it worthwhile for Consumers to engage in the first  
place45.

By way of example, Eliq46 aims to minimise the 
“cognitive cost” of making decisions around energy,  
by providing insights, nudges and ultimately stimulate 
the formation of new and better habits. The company 
uses mobile push notifications, email and SMS alerts  
to give a Consumer nudges that help them to better 
understand and act on events in the home and 
according to the weather, such as high usage spikes, 
sudden efficiency drops of a heater or insufficient 
credits on a prepayment meter before a cold night.

The new energy system is going to need households  
to participate more actively with their energy usage.  
In the past year, we have seen new, smart tariffs that 
allow for Consumers, based on a varying price 
throughout the day, to match supply on a half-hourly 
basis - a first step towards increasing Consumer grid 
participation. 
 
Citizens Advice has launched a new work programme 
that seeks to explore the Consumer issues in more 
depth and how the future energy market should operate 
for the benefit of Consumers, including those that are 
vulnerable. On 30th October, a joint workshop between 
Gemserv and Citizens Advice explored what it could 
mean for the Consumer to be at the heart of the energy 
market. We identified a range of characteristics (Diag.8). 

“The solution starts by designing the 
policies, regulations and architectures 
that encourage innovative consumer 
centric technologies…”

Phil New, CEO of Energy Systems Catapult44

41. A term postulated by Laura Sandys of Challenging Ideas to describe the 
overly protective nature of energy regulation with respect to the Consumer.  

42. Kahneman, D. (2011). Thinking, fast and slow. London: Allen Lane
43. Behaviouraleconomics.com; https://www.behavioraleconomics.com/

resources/introduction-behavioral-economics/; accessed 19 November 2018
44. New, P, 26th January 2018, Things can only get better for energy consumers, 

article for the World Economic Forum about putting people at the heart of 
energy transition, https://es.catapult.org.uk/news/why-things-can-only-get-
better-for-energy-consumers/  

45. Gemserv, Sept 2018, Modernising Energy Governance, Investing in the 
Future, Breaking the Vicious Circle, p.5

46. Eliq is a behavioural science organisation based in Sweden, that provides 
energy Businesses across Europe with a range of customer engagement 
enrichment tools, such as mobile apps, self-service portals and home energy 
reports, drawing intelligent data insights derived from smart metering about 
a Consumer’s behaviour and their needs
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EMBRACING THE CONSUMER

Gemserv concludes that, the imminent launch of the 
first phase of the REC (early 2019), provides a perfect 
opportunity to ensure the Consumer is placed front and 
centre of the reforms as the market moves forward. 
Critically, it will need to be framed in a manner that is 
forward looking and not constrained by past thinking. 

To do so requires a fundamental step change in how 
code governance decision making is handled and how 
funding is prioritised and made available. Accordingly, 
we have identified four REC design imperatives 
(Diag.9).

DIAG.8: CONSUMER MARKET CHARACTERISTICS

DIAG.9: REC CONSUMER DESIGN IMPERATIVES

To consumer needs; efficient resolution; tailored services; 
ensures good outcomes; agile; quick

Responsive

Provides transparency; Midata; ability to understand data 
and usage; Consumers can easily access new services

Control

Enables easy and secure engagement; easy to navigate; 
single contact point; access to advice and support; 
complaint management

Access

Consumers can trust the market to faithfully respond and 
support their needs;

Accountability

Favours Consumers; works for all; same level of protection; 
Consumer interest driven decisions; choice is a reality not 
an aspiration

Market Behaviour

Across the market; meets Consumer needs

Value

CONSUMER 
ADVOCACY

The voice of the 
consumer should be 
a strong force across 
the REC governance 

framework

MARKET CHANGE

Appropriately 
weighted to ensure 

that the ‘greater 
good’ for consumers 
has a strong bearing 
on market outcomes

FUNDING

Budgetary 
provisioning focusing 
solely on consumer 
benefits / outcomes

CONTINUOUS 
IMPROVEMENT

Feedback loops 
that proactively 

deliver solutions to 
address market wide 

shortcomings

"The energy market is changing at a 
fast pace - changes to regulation need 
to be flexible enough to encourage 
innovation whilst also ensuring there 
are robust Consumer protections to 
give Consumers the confidence they 
need to engage" 

Citizens Advice, November 201847

CONCLUDING THOUGHTS 

We have yet to come across any person or Business 
that is not behind the need for fundamental reform, in 
some form.

We have set out a TOM vision, noting this will 
fundamentally require: 

• Rules: under Ofgem’s forthcoming supplier licence 
review to establish the driving principles for a new 
competitive energy market, weeding out the rules 
that do not hit the mark and developing rules that 
support a new digital energy market economy; 
and then live and breathe these in all policy and 
regulatory decision making;

• Risk: under the government’s forthcoming Power 
Sector White Paper, urgently re-examine how we 
manage risk across the energy sector, and whether 
the precautionary principle with respect to the 
Consumer is helping or harming how markets 
perform for the greater good; and

• Legislation: under the joint government and 
regulatory review, a re-examination of the current 
structure and makeup to recognise that the future 
market will be made up of a wide range of new 
Businesses and firms and ensure that this is focused 
on Consumer outcomes.

DIAG.10: REFORM RESPONSIBILITIES

"Customer engagement and 
participation in the grid will be core to 
utilities business in a few years - but 
the pace of change of policy needs to 
increase, to allow for more innovative 
Business models to evolve, which can 
accelerate the energy transition."  
 
Håkan Ludvigson, CEO48

48. Eliq is a behavioural science organisation based in Sweden, that provides 
energy Businesses across Europe with a range of customer engagement 
enrichment tools, https://eliq.io/

POLICY 
• Set the policy direction under the forthcoming Power Sector White Paper (2019)

• Galvanise the policy intent

REGULATION
• Set the regulatory Red Lines following the Supplier Licence review

• Establish the REC with a reform ambition

• Set the regulatory tests for a transfer of responsibility to the industry

GOVERNANCE
• Take on deep responsibility for ‘Market Assurance’ and reflect this in market behaviours

• Get behind the direction travel under the TOM and adopt measures to ‘build forward’

GOVERNMENT

OFGEM

INDUSTRY

WE ALL 
HAVE A 

ROLE TO 
PLAY

47. Provided to Gemserv following a workshop with Citizens Advice in November 
2018
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MAKING A START 

Ultimately, we need a clear vision and sense of 
direction, one that instils confidence, especially 
for the Consumer. This will require government 
endorsement and a signalled policy direction and 
intent. 

Three core recommendations are made to help 
move forward:

1. Single Portal: secure a single market access 
portal approach as soon as possible, starting 
with the new REC49; 

2. Data and digital transformation: off the back 
of the government’s energy data taskforce 
report (due early 2019), develop and 
implement a market-wide, data and digital 
transformation strategy, building on the 
disparate governance arrangements that will 
have come together under the REC; and

3. Market Assurance: instigate a retail market 
risk review and then design and implement a 
risk-based energy market assurance approach, 
one that is highly adaptive and responsive to 
a new energy market paradigm. 

We need not wait upon legislative change; but 
we do need to ensure that the REC is framed 
correctly and provides a good foundation to 
commence the transformation. Subject to the 
REC being well positioned and having the right 
mandate to be a ‘code’ for reformative change, 
we can make a strong start.

This could kick start the consolidation of market 
access via the Portal and be transformative with 
respect to data and digital transformation.
 

49. Ofgem, Oct 2018, Switching Programme: Regulation and 
Governance – way forward and statutory consultation on licence 
modifications  

UNDER THE REC

(a) Single Portal: 

a. Launch the embryonic ‘single portal’
b. Provide self help for stakeholders via 

configurable dashboards, that enable  
instant access to rules and tools, e.g. 
sandbox, test beds

c. Facilitate a whole retail market view,  
e.g. analysis, reporting  

(b) Data 

a. Govern all retail data access and data 
management rules in one place

b. Improve data quality mechanisms
c. Harmonise electricity and gas data security 

measures, embracing best practice  

(c) Digital Transformation: 

a. Improve accessibility via smart wizard 
tools to help navigate governance rules, 
procedures, practices e.g. market entry 

b. Improve market efficiencies via automated 
digitised management procedures and 
practices, e.g. change

Modernising Energy Governance: Forging AheadGemserv

50. FPSA, November 2018, Fast Track to Britain’s Future Power System, 
https://es.catapult.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/FPSA3-Fast-
Track-to-Britain%E2%80%99s-Future-Power-System.pdf

For too long, the focus has been on an energy 
market characterised by poor Consumer outcomes, 
difficulties launching innovative Business solutions, 
and a vicious circle of increasing regulation and 
complexity to deal with market failings. 

The Future Power System Architecture Programme 
(FPSA)50 argues that fresh thinking is required. The 
FPSA presses for a ‘whole systems’ approach, 
requiring significant changes to be made to the 
rules and standards that govern the way the 
electricity system is planned and operated, both 
technically and commercially.  

Over the coming months, Gemserv will be 
pressing for transformative change and action, 
starting with the REC to help take forward a 
package of reforms as set out in this paper. 

We are keen to help the market move forward,  
so please get involved. To do so, contact us at  
strategy@gemserv.com
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